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Abstract. Single photon simultaneous core ionization/core excitation (K−2V) of

the Benzene molecule has been observed experimentally, using synchrotron radiation,

by electron coincidence spectroscopy with a magnetic bottle time-of-flight electron

spectrometer and reveals a rich spectrum. DFT and Post-Hartree-Fock calculations

provide detailed assignments of K−2V states. The specific Auger decay of these states

has also been determined experimentally with a new technique to improve the energy

resolution.
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1. Introduction

Thanks to the advent of XFEL sources allowing simultaneous absorption of two photons

and, in parallel, to the improvements of electron coincidence spectroscopy technique on

3rd generation synchrotron sources allowing the observation of double core ionization

processes by a single photon, Double Core Hole (DCH) spectroscopy has become a

growing research field for both experiment and theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

Seminal predictions by Cederbaum et al [11] anticipating the interest of this kind of

spectroscopy for the determination of electronic-structure information not accessible by

conventional spectroscopies [12] could then be validated.

In our recent paper [13] single-site Double-Core Hole (ss-DCH or K−2) and two-

site Double-Core Hole (ts-DCH or K−1K−1) spectroscopy of Benzene molecule were

investigated both experimentally and theoretically. Some discrepancies with previous

interpretations [14, 15] indicate that DCH spectroscopy must also rely on accurate

theory taking into account subtle correlation and relaxation effects. The ejection

of two core electrons induces a very strong perturbation on the outer orbitals and

simultaneous excitation of a valence electron corresponding to the formation of K−2v−1V

satellite states is enhanced compared to the K−1v−1V satellites observed in single K-

shell ionization. Recent theoretical developments [16] have improved the interpretation

of DCH spectra with accurate calculation of energy levels and of relative cross-sections,

showing the interest of a field challenging for theory.

A complementary aspect of double K-shell ionization is the process consisting in

K-shell ionization of one electron with simultaneous excitation of the other K-electron

to a vacant orbital. This so-called K−2V process was studied on other systems [17, 18]

and can be interpreted as a special case of K−1 satellite with super shake-up excitation

of the second K-shell electron. This process could also be accompanied by simultaneous

shake-up of a valence electron v giving rise to double shake-up states: K−2Vv−1V’

but we will keep the K−2V general denomination throughout the text for sake of

simplicity. In the mathematical expansion of the theoretical cross-section that describes

this process, two kinds of terms appear that correspond to the transfer of the photon

angular momentum either to the outgoing ionized electron (direct process) or to the

excited electron (conjugate process).

Close to the single-core ionization threshold, shake-up can only involve a valence

electron: K−1v−1V and the intensity of co-existing direct or conjugate shake-up

transitions [19] changes strongly with photon energy. Far above threshold, where

sudden-approximation should be appropriate, these shake-up satellites are created

essentially by direct processes, i.e., a core electron is dipole ionized and a valence electron

is excited via a monopole transition.

Close to the double-core ionization threshold, however, conjugate shake-up

processes, involving dipole excitation of a core electron to a vacant valence orbital

and monopole ionization (shake-off) of the other core electron are also possible. In

contrast with direct shake-up transitions, the final states of conjugate transitions may
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have symmetries different from that of the core-ionized state giving rise to new peaks

in the photoelectron spectrum since the photon angular momentum can be carried out

either by the excited or by the ionized electron.

Since the binding energy of K−2V states is quite far (roughly a factor 2) from the

single core ionization threshold, the conjugate path should be negligible. Nonetheless,

experiments supported by a theoretical model [20] providing absolute photoionization

cross-sections for K−2V ionization process, have shown that both direct and conjugate

routes are, indeed, very weak (∼10−4 vs K−1) but present similar magnitudes. This

could also be interpreted as aborted double core ionization (two correlated electrons

absorbing a single photon) where one of the two outgoing electrons is finally recaptured

by the doubly charged ion. The photon angular momentum can hence be carried out

by any of the two electrons with similar probabilities.

With K−2V spectroscopy it becomes possible to probe, not only unoccupied levels

revealed by NEXAFS (Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure) spectroscopy, but

also dipole-forbidden [18] transitions (that can only appear in NEXAFS through vibronic

coupling effect). It also provides a way to measure experimentally the magnitude of band

shifts between K−1V vs K−2V states and, accordingly, to bring additional information to

discuss the Valence or Rydberg character [21] of the core excited states lying close to the

ionization thresholds. Finally, it shows to what extent our theoretical model [9, 20, 21]

is accurate to reveal the nature (direct or conjugate) of K−2V states of Benzene and to

provide an estimation of the cross-sections.

Since only one photo-electron is released in the K−2V process, X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy (XPS), using conventional hemispherical electron analyzer, can be

performed [22, 23] as far as the corresponding photoelectron energies are well isolated

from other dominant processes (single K-shell ionization). This has opened the way of

K−2V spectroscopy on tender x-ray synchrotron beam lines (≥2.3 keV).

Concurrently, electron coincidence spectroscopy with a magnetic bottle time-of-

flight electron spectrometer [2, 21] can provide also high resolution K−2V spectroscopy

on single molecular systems at photon energies close to the double K-shell ionization

threshold (about 650 eV for Carbon K−2, 900 eV for Nitrogen). Moreover, the

coincidence technique allows also to extract the specific cascade Auger decay of these

states.

These two experimental techniques can be used for K−2V spectroscopy that presents

the characteristics of both XPS (emission) and NEXAFS (absorption) spectroscopies.

They are also complementary: the magnetic bottle integrates the signal on the full

solid angle and relies on absolute cross-sections while XPS is sensitive to the angular

distribution of photoelectrons that depends on the angular momentum it carries out

[18].

The benzene molecule, that is often used as a textbook example for any kind of

spectroscopy, and was also chosen for ss-DCH (K−2) and ts-DCH (K−1K−1) spectroscopy

[13], is expected to be also a simple theoretical playground for K−2V spectroscopy

with six equivalent carbon atoms. In the present paper, we present the complex K−2V
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spectra of C6H6, that was obtained experimentally and a precise theoretical approach.

Furthermore, the Auger decay of these states has also been observed experimentally

with a good resolution.

2. Experimental details

The present results were obtained at the undulator beamline SEXTANTS [24] of the

synchrotron SOLEIL in St Aubin, France, with our magnetic bottle time-of-flight (MB-

TOF) electron spectrometer (HERMES). Single-bunch operation of the storage ring in

top-up mode provides stable light pulses with 1184 ns repetition period. All details of

the experimental procedure were given in our previous publications [13, 20, 21] and there

is no need to recall them here. The same raw data set that was used to extract K−2

and K−1K−1 processes in C6H6 [13] was also used to extract the present K−2V spectra.

Afterwards, additional results were obtained with a modification of our experimental

set-up allowing to decelerate the electrons in the TOF to improve the energy resolution.

A 2m long insulated non-magnetic titanium tube (89 mm inner diameter), polarized at

-V potential, is inserted in the CF100 vacuum tube on which the solenoid is wound.

The deceleration of all the electrons is done between two parallel high transmission

(∼ 95%) gold grids separated by 3 mm, the first one is grounded and the second one

at -V potential is at the entrance of the flight tube. Between the two grids, there are

no lensing effects that could change the length of electron trajectories and the electrons

remain on their initial magnetic field lines. The performance of the deceleration method

on the energy resolution will be demonstrated in the paragraph showing the Auger

spectra.

3. Theoretical building blocks

K−2V cross sections can be obtained on an absolute scale thanks to the theoretical

model that we have developed and applied successfully previously [9, 20, 21]. Details

of this model are given in ref [20]. Only the most important features are recalled here.

Channel couplings in the continuum and correlation between the ejected electron and

the remaining ones are neglected. Only K electrons are supposed to be ionized or

promoted, so that interferences between direct and conjugate terms can be ignored due

to propensity rules. Energy differential cross sections defined for a photon energy ω,

with respect to the photoelectron energy ε, are then written as the incoherent sum of

direct and conjugate partial contributions:

σ(ε;ω) ≈
∑
f

(σDf (ε;ω) + σCf (ε;ω)) (1)

They are modeled in the length gauge. They are given, in atomic units, by the following

equations:

σDf (ε;ω) =
g

3
4π2α

(BEf + ε)2

ω
ρDf (ε)|SfK |2 δ(ω − (BEf + ε); Γf ) (2)
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σCf (ε;ω) =
g

3
4π2α

(BEf + ε)2

ω
ρCf (ε)|DfK |2 δ(ω − (BEf + ε); Γf ) (3)

where the factor 1
3

comes from the average over molecular orientations, and the

multiplicity factor g comes from the number of carbon atoms implied in the model. The

BEf energies are the binding energies of the final states, and δ(Ω; Γf ) is the Lorentzian

function taking into account the lifetime Γf of the double core hole states. The SfK term

is the overlap integral between the (N-1) electron final state and the initial state from

which a K-electron has been annihilated. The DfK term is the dipolar matrix element

between the two same states. These (N-1) building blocks were calculated thanks to

an original Post Hartree Fock Configuration Interaction (CI) home-made package. The

ρDf (ε) and ρCf (ε) functions are respectively the direct and the conjugate densities. They

are defined as:

ρDf (ε) = ρf (ε)
∑
µ

|dµεK |
2 and ρCf (ε) = ρf (ε)|sεK |2 (4)

where ρf (ε) is the density of states in the continuum, dµεK is the µ(x,y,z) component

of the monoelectronic dipolar transition moment between the initial K-orbital and the

continuum ε-orbital, and sεK is the monoelectronic overlap between the same orbitals.

The continuum densities were evaluated from an adaptation of the static-exchange

(STEX-HF) approximation (see [20, 21] and references therein) combined to a Stieljes

imaging [25, 26] technique as described in ref [27]. Both continuum densities were

derived from a modelisation for the C2H4 molecule. This approximation is reasonable

since our previous calculations on C2H2 and C2H4 molecules indicate that they are quite

independent of the nature of the chemical bond on one part, and since, on the other

part, the K−1 experimental cross sections have the same order of magnitude, around 1

Mbarns per atom carbon, for C2H4 [28] and C6H6 [29], at a photon energy of 300 eV

above threshold .

4. Computational details

Optimized geometries of the ground state of the neutral C6H6 molecule were carried out

in the D6h symmetry using the GAMESS(US) [30] package at a DFT level of theory,

with the Becke three-parameter hybrid exchange [31] and the Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-

corrected correlation functional [32] (B3LYP). The core-hole final states were supposed

to present the same geometry than that of the initial state. The same set of orthogonal

molecular orbitals was used to describe both the ground state of the neutral molecule

and the double core-hole states of the singly ionized molecular ions. This set is made

of RHF-SCF orthogonal orbitals optimized for the K−2 core-ionized state. The same

approach was successfully applied recently to K−2V processes in the C2H2n (n=1,2,3)

[9], H2O [20], N2 [21] and CO2 [18] molecular species. A localized picture (two core

holes on the same carbon atom) of the K−2V configuration was adopted. Within this

localized description, the D6h molecular symmetry of the benzene molecule was lowered

to the C2v symmetry. To account for electronic relaxation of the valence orbitals in
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the double core-hole ion, an optimized basis (O-631G*) set built from that proposed

by Carniato et al. [33] but augmented by (3s; 3p; 3d) diffuse functions was used for

the core-ionized carbon atom. A 6-311G* basis set was employed for the surrounding

carbon and hydrogen atoms. The choice of a unique reference set of molecular orbitals

allows a simpler identification and evaluation of the building blocks SfK and DfK .

However, as this set is neither optimized for the initial, nor for the final molecular

species, large CI expansions were necessary to compensate for this defect. Double core-

hole final states were expanded over single up to triple valence-valence excitations. As

for the initial state, it was expanded over single up to double valence-valence, but also

over core-valence excitations. These latter are the only ones likely to generate direct

contributions. Single point energies were also calculated for the K−2V states at ∆SCF

and ∆KS (DFT/B3LYP) levels of theory. An aug-cc-pV5Z basis set [34] was then used

for carbon and hydrogen atoms in order to describe properly relaxation and correlation

effects. ∆SCF and ∆KS implementations rely on a unique K−2V configuration for each

double core-hole final state, and therefore enable examination of the properties of the

outermost valence molecular orbitals V. The V MOs associated to a direct contribution

are of anti-bonding a∗1 symmetry. Those associated to a conjugate contribution can be

of anti-bonding a∗1, or b∗1, or b∗2 symmetry.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. K−2V experimental results

The formation and decay of K−2V states are described by :

C6H6 + hν → C6H
+
6 (K−2V ) + eph

→ C6H
2+
6 (K−1v−2V ) + eAuger1

→ C6H
3+
6 (v−4V ) + eAuger2 (5)

where v designates a valence shell and V an unoccupied shell. The two core holes of

the DCH K−2V state are expected to decay sequentially in a similar way as the K−2

DCHs do, but in the presence of the V spectator electron. The energies of the Auger

electrons are thus predicted to be similar to what is measured at (eAuger1 , eAuger2) =

(∼300 eV , ∼240 eV) for the decay of K−2 DCHs [7, 5] and slightly faster by a few eV

due to the screening by the V electron. A multi-coincidence data set was obtained at

a photon energy of 710 eV, ∼63 eV above the DCH threshold at 647.7 eV. In order to

isolate reaction (5) we select coincidences between three released electrons.

Fig.1 (panel a) shows the energy correlation between two of these electrons when

the third one lies in the 200-260 eV energy range (which corresponds to the expected

energy range of the Auger electron eAuger2 released in the last step (1) . The horizontal

lines around (x,y) = (300 eV, 70 eV) correspond to the (eAuger1 , eph ) pair and reveal

the DCH K−2V states. The vertical strip around (x = 305 eV, y < 63 eV) corresponds

to the faster Auger electron in coincidence with one of the two photoelectrons emitted
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Figure 1. Panel a): Evidence for K−2V formation in C6H6: Energy correlation

between two electrons detected in coincidence with a third one of (200-260 eV). The

K−2V process appears as horizontal lines around (x,y) = (300 eV, 70 eV) inside the red

rectangle. It is observed in continuity with the K−2 DCH formation (vertical line at x

= 305 eV). The dotted diagonal line reveals the core valence double ionization path.

See text for further details. A multi-coincidence dataset was accumulated for ∼12h at

a photon energy of 710 eV; only 3 electron coincidences are considered here. Panel b):

K−2V (black line) experimental photoelectron spectrum of C6H6 as a function of the

binding energy hν-ε(eph).

in the core double photoionization process:

C6H6 + hν → C6H
2+
6 (K−2) + eph1 + eph2

→ C6H
3+
6 (K−1v−2) + eAuger1

→ C6H
4+
6 (v−4) + eAuger2 (6)

It is observed in Fig.1 in continuity with the K−2V states. This describes the fact that

K−2 DCH states can be viewed as the continuity of the K−2V states when one K shell

electron is promoted to a higher and higher excited V orbital, up to the point it is

emitted. Four electrons are emitted in reaction (2, see eq.6) but the signal appears also

in the three electron coincidences events of Fig.1, when one of the photoelectrons fails

to be counted due to the 70% detection efficiency. Finally one observes diagonal lines

in Fig.1 such as the one represented by the dotted line. They reveal the core valence

double ionization paths:

C6H6 + hν → C6H
2+
6 (K−1v−1) + eph1 + eph2

→ C6H
3+
6 (v−3) + eAuger2 (7)

The diagonal lines correspond to the photoelectron pairs (x, y) = (eph1 , eph2) emitted

in (3, see eq.7) One can see by comparing reactions (5) and (7) that similar

C6H6
2+(K−1v−1) intermediate states are reached in both cases, although more excited
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core valence states are expected to be reached in (5). It shows that DCH K−2V states

can also be considered as resonances in the core valence double ionization process.

Fig.1 (panel b) shows the experimental spectrum of the K−2V process. This profile

is obtained from Fig.1 (panel a) by the projection onto the y axis of the coincidence

counts in the band x=(270-320 eV) which corresponds to kinetic energy range of the

first released Auger electron eAuger1 in (1). The contribution of the core valence double

ionization path (3) has been subtracted; it was estimated outside of this selected band

for each C6H
2+
6 (K−1v−1) state. The experimental spectrum exhibits four sharp bands

(labeled A-to-D) with similar intensities in the low-binding energy region (630-642 eV),

while the high energy region shows broader components (regions E-F).

The experimental integrated cross section for the formation of the K−23b∗1 state

(area under the peak A) could be derived on an absolute scale thanks to the branching

ratio K−2V(peak A)/K−1 on one part and to the absolute cross section for the

photoionization K−1 process on the other part. The ratio was estimated about

12×10−5±20% in this work at a photon energy of 710 eV. The K−1 cross section in

C6H6 was assumed to be 678 kbarns, six times the K−1 cross section referenced by

Veigele [36] for the carbon atom at 700 eV (6×113 kbarns). So that the K−23b∗1 cross

section could be estimated about 81±16 barns.

5.2. K−2V theoretical results

.

5.2.1. Binding Energies Theoretical ∆SCF, ∆KS and CI-SDT binding energies of the

lowest lying K−2V states are collected in Table I, and compared with experimental results

from Fig.1 (b). Relativistic effects (0.1 eV/hole [13]) were taken into account in all the

modelisations. Term values (TV), which are the distances from the K−2 threshold, are

given in parentheses. CI-SDT results come from our home made package. The binding

energies of the lowest energy state of each A1, B1, and B2 symmetry were determined

thanks to a large CI-SDT implementation taking into account 115 virtual MOs and were

used as the reference values for each series. Inside each of the three series the binding

energies of the higher energy states were obtained from their relative energy distance

with the lowest energy state, evaluated thanks to CI-SDT implementations taking into

account 115 virtuals for single (S) and double (D) excitations and only 20 virtual orbitals

for triple (T) excitations, added to the reference value of the corresponding series.

∆SCF and ∆KS results come from GAMESS(US) [30] outputs. The ∆KS

binding energies are underestimated relatively to experimental values by about 2 eV.

This difficulty for density functional computations to reproduce well double core-

hole experimental values has been already observed [13, 17]. The ∆KS Term Values

are however in good agreement with experimental ones. Conclusions concerning the

comparisons of experimental results with ∆SCF binding energies and TV are reversed.
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Table 1. Theoretical ∆SCF, ∆KS with a large aug-cc-pV5Z basis set and CI-

SDT with a 6-31G* basis set binding energies of the lowest lying K−2V states of A1,

B1, and B2 symmetry are given in eV. Term values (TV) are given in parentheses

in eV. CI-SDT modelisations were performed with a large active space including 15

doubly occupied and 115 virtual orbitals for the lowest energy state of each symmetry.

The corresponding values are labeled in bold characters. The binding energies inside

each series were obtained thanks to CI-SDT modelisations with a smaller active

space including 115 virtuals for single (S) and double (D) excitations and only 20

virtual orbitals for triple excitations (T) (see text for details). a For calculation of

binding energies a O-631G* basis set as optimized by Carniato et al [33] augmented by

(3s,3p,3d) diffuse orbitals is used for the double core hole carbon. The standard 6-31G*

basis set as optimized by Pople et al.[35] for the neutral state of carbon augmented by

(3s,3p,3d) diffuse orbitals for size consistency between initial and final states was used

for the ground state description.

State Label ∆SCF ∆KS CI-SDT Exp

Aug-cc-pV5Z 631G*a

Region A

1B1 (a) 634.75 (11.35) 632.81 (12.17) 635.26 (11.57) 634.50±1 (13.2±1)

Region B

1A1 (b) 638.07 (8.03) 636.23 (8.75) 638.83 (8.00) 638.15±1 (9.55±1)

Region C 640.40±1 (7.30±1)

2A1 (c) 640.28 (5.82) 638.32 (6.66) 640.92 (5.91)

2B1 (d) 640.65 (5.45) 639.05 (5.99) 641.08 (5.75)

1B2 640.63 (5.47) 638.71 (6.27) 641.16 (5.67)

3A1 (e) 641.05 (5.05) 638.56 (6.42) 641.33 (5.50)

2B2 (f) 641.45 (4.65) 639.10 (5.88) 641.67 (5.16)

4A1 641.29 (4.81) 639.02 (5.96) 641.84 (4.99)

Region D 642.20±1 (5.50±1)

3B1 642.17 (3.93) 640.06 (4.92) 642.44 (4.39)

3B2 (g) 642.39 (3.71) 640.63 (4.35) 642.61 (4.22)

5A1 (h) 642.21(3.89) 639.90 (5.08 ) 642.91 (3.92)

6A1 (i) 642.64 (3.46) 640.35 (4.63) 643.39 (3.44)

K−2 645.90 644.98 646.83 647.70±1

Even if the ∆SCF procedure does not take into account electronic correlation effects,

the ∆SCF binding energies are closer to experimental values than the ∆KS ones.

This unexpected agreement probably comes from a compensation of valence-valence

correlation effects in the final state by core-core and core-valence correlation effects in

the initial state. CI-SDT modelisations provide binding energies and TV in overall good

agreement with experimental values.
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Figure 2. Comparison of experimental and theoretical K−2V spectra. The theoretical

spectrum is modeled thanks to the CI-SDT scheme, taking into account a lifetime

γ=0.27 eV and an experimental resolution of 1.3 eV FWHM. The red line represents

the direct contribution (A1 symmetry), the green, brown and blue lines represent

the conjugate contributions of respectively B1, A1, and B2 symmetry. The black line

represents the incoherent sum of direct and conjugate contributions. Electronic density

plots are displayed for the two first peaks (a) and (b). Dashed line: full theoretical

spectrum where mono-electronic dipole moments associated to the Direct path are

divided by a factor (fD=0.5) two from their calculated absolute initial values

5.2.2. Photoelectron spectrum The K−2V theoretical profile giving absolute cross-

sections is displayed in Fig.2. The formal theoretical cross sections were obtained

from equations (2) and (3) with a lifetime Γ=0.27 eV. This value is approximatively

three times the lifetime of the 1s core hole in the carbon atom (this factor of three

is discussed in ref [22]). These cross sections were then convoluted by a gaussian

factor of 1.3 eV FWHM to simulate the experimental resolution. On Fig.2 the whole

CI spectrum was shifted by scaling the theoretical position of the peak A to the

experimental energy (634.5 eV). The DIP (double ionization potential) is settled at

the experimental value of 647.7 eV. The letters from A to E reproduce the labels used

in Fig.1 to identify the main experimental structures. The bars indicate the energy
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position of the principal K−2V states labeled from (a) to (i). The green and blue colors

apply to pure conjugate components of respectively B1 and B2 symmetry. The red color

applies to components of A1 symmetry. They can have either a pure direct ((e) and

(i)), or a pure conjugate (h) origin, or even be reached by both the direct and conjugate

paths ((b) and (c)). The absolute scale is fixed by the theoretical cross sections. The

intensity of the experimental spectrum has been scaled so that the cross section for

the excitation of the LUMO (area under the peak (a)) corresponds to the value of 81

barns, while the theoretical cross section was obtained about 65 barns. The theoretical

profile reproduces with a good agreement the position of the four main structures A

to D observed experimentally below the DIP, as well as the broad structure E around

this threshold. The overall agreement of the absolute scales is good. There is some

discrepancy concerning the relative intensities of the peaks A and B and of the peaks C

and D. These relative intensities are very dependent on the relative strength of direct

and conjugate components ([42]), and more particularly of the continuum densities

appearing in eq.4. In fig.2 we have reported (dashed line) the full theoretical spectrum

where mono-electronic dipole moments associated to the Direct path were divided by a

factor two from their absolute initial values (fD=0.5). As observed, a better agreement

between theory and experiment is reached for regions B/C/D in which direct transitions

play a major role.

Anyway, we have confidence in this absolute scale because, first, experimental

and theoretical determinations are in very good agreement, and second, this scale

corresponds to a value about 25 barns per double bond, which coincides with a previous

value we determined for the K−2V(LUMO) in the C2H4 molecule [17].

Each of the two first structures A and B is made of a unique peak respectively (a)

and (b). The first peak (a) corresponds to a conjugate component where an excitation

towards the 3b∗1 LUMO is involved mainly. Such a similar excitation takes place in the

C1s NEXAFS spectrum [29, 37, 38, 39] of C6H6. The peak (b) corresponds principally

to an excitation towards the first unoccupied MO of symmetry a∗1, (13 a∗1) that can be

reached by both the direct and the conjugate channels. Direct (red line) and conjugate

(brown line) contributions add up to lead to a profile B of symmetry A1 more intense

than the neighboring profile A of symmetry B1. This is quite singular as 1s→ σ∗ lines

are usually weak compared to 1s→ π∗ ones in standard Carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra

[37].

Electronic density plots are displayed on Fig.2 for the 3b∗1 and 13a∗1 anti-bonding

MOs. The electronic density of the LUMO (3b∗1) is localized out of the plane of the

benzene ring. Some amount of electronic density can be observed on the double core-

hole carbon atom marked with an asterisk. This migration is however weak. An analysis

of Löwdin populations for the LUMO orbital indicates an electronic density of only 11%

on the double core-hole atom in the K−2V case, half of the density observed in the K−1V

case. This comparison reveals, as expected, a more pronounced anti-bonding character

of the LUMO in the K−2V species than in the K−1V one. The most important part of the

electronic density transfer towards the double core-hole carbon atom (+1.81 electrons)
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is operated from the doubly occupied deeper valence MOs. The electronic density plot

of the first MO of symmetry a∗1 (13 a∗1) shows that a significant part of the electron

density is localized along the C-H bond of the double core-hole carbon, according to an

anti-bonding scheme. An analysis of Löwdin populations indicates an electronic density

of 34% around the double core-hole carbon with large s/p/d hybridization (13% for

s, 13% for p and 8% for d2
z respectively) and 33% around the hydrogen atom. The

electronic transfer from the deep doubly occupied deeper valence MOs is reduced to

1.66 electrons.

The two MOs 3b∗1 and 13a∗1 correspond to compact orbitals of dominant valence

character. This property is supported by the small values of mean-squared radius

< r2 >, ≈2.3 Åand ≈2.26 Åfor respectively 3b∗1 and 13a∗1 MOs.

The structure C is mainly composed of three components with different symmetries.

The main conjugate line of symmetry B1 (2B1) is around 640.32 eV (d), the main direct

line (3A1) is around 640.57 eV (e), the main conjugate line of symmetry B2 (2B2) is

around 640.91 eV (f). The majority of these lines correspond to the mixing of at least

two main configurations. The mean-squared radius < r2 > of the corresponding MOs

are large (≈4.5 Å), indicating a diffuse Rydberg character.

The structure D is mainly composed of two components, a conjugate line (of

symmetry B2 (3B∗2) at 641.85 eV (g), and a direct line (6A1) at 642.63 eV (i).

The structure E is close to the double inner-shell ionization threshold (DIP) presents

a collection of K−2V-V’−1V” satellite lines where a supplementary V’→V” excitation

takes place. For example the K−23b∗17b−12 2a2 configuration has been identified, where

the 2a2 MO of large diffuse character is populated.

6. AUGER DECAY OF K−2V STATES

As can be seen in Fig.1 (710eV), it is possible to select a given K−2V state (peaks A

to C) and to obtain its high kinetic energy Auger decay spectrum by projecting the

corresponding horizontal line in the 2D map onto the X-axis. It is even easier to select,

among all three-electron coincidence events, the photoelectron in the energy range of a

given state to obtain directly the total Auger spectra corresponding to the 2-steps Auger

decay. However, with a relative energy resolution ∆E/E of 1.6% the energy resolution

around 300 eV is limited to about ∼5eV and gives only a broad structure as observed

in fig. 1 in ref. [13]. To improve the absolute energy resolution of the Auger electrons,

we decelerate the electrons in the MB-TOF with -200V potential applied to the 2m long

fight tube.

A direct illustration of the power of the deceleration method is shown in Fig.3 (b)

with the Auger spectrum of benzene at hν=590 eV. This spectrum is deduced from the

coincidence between the K−1 photoelectron and the Auger electron. This spectrum is

totally comparable to the original spectrum [41] that was interpreted by Tarantelli et

al. [40] and latter measured by Rennie et al. [29] (Fig.3 (d)), the energy resolution

and a 50meV integration step are good enough to observe all the structures. Due to
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Figure 3. Auger spectra of benzene deduced from coincidence between the C(1s)

photoelectron and the Auger electron at 510 eV photon energy. Without deceleration

the resolution is about 4 eV (blue line a). With 200eV deceleration the resolution

is about 1eV (red line b) and the Auger spectrum exhibits the same structures with

comparable resolution than the one found in literature [29] at 390eV photon energy

(black dotted line d). The specific Auger spectrum from satellite states is also shown

(violet line c) and we can see the participator Auger in the 267 eV shoulder.

the detection in coincidence of the Auger electron with the K−1 photoelectron, the

contribution to the Auger spectra of the decay from satellite states is cleared up and

the shoulder above 267eV and the background disappear in Fig.3 (b). To go further,

it was also possible to extract, for the first time, the Auger decay of K−1v−1V satellite

states lying from 3 to 11 eV above the the K−1 ionization threshold [29] as seen in Fig.3

(c).

Concerning the Auger decay of K−2V states , the energy resolution for 300 eV Auger

electrons decelerated to about 100 eV should be 1.6 eV. Since, to extract the K−2V

process from the whole dataset it is still necessary to detect the three electrons emitted

in (eq 18), the photoelectron must have more than 200 eV kinetic energy (KE) and the

photon energy must also be adjusted to shift the photoelectron energy out of the energy

range of the two Auger electrons. At a photon energy of 855 eV, the C(1s) photoelectron

has less than 220 eV KE and is also slower than the slowest Auger electron.

At 855 eV photon energy, with 200V retardation of all the electrons, the energy

resolution is sufficient to isolate the K−2V states, as well as at hν=710eV without

retardation. By selecting the photoelectron corresponding to the three better resolved

A, B and C structures, we can extract the specific Auger decay of each state with a

good resolution. We obtain the fast and slow Auger electron spectra shown in Fig. 4.

To make the comparison easier, we also plot the normal K−1 Auger spectrum.

Considering the very weak process we are looking at, the statistics is rather good,

the two Auger decay steps of selected states can be clearly identified and differences

are visible for the different K−2V peaks A, B and C. Compared to the hypersatellite
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Figure 4. Auger spectra following K−2V ionization/excitation process on peaks A, B

and C. The integration step was 500 meV. The K−1 normal Auger spectrum (red line)

is also obtained with an integration step of 50meV and a good resolution ( 1 eV) and

serves as a calibration reference for the Auger spectra due to K−2V.

Auger spectra of K−2 states (Fig. 1 in ref. [1] ) the better resolution allows to identify

two peaks in the hypersatellite Auger spectra. The hypersatellite Auger spectra in the

K−2V case is shifted by about 10eV with respect to the K−2 hypersatellite Auger peaks

[22] due to the screening of the outer V electron. What is also visible on the high energy

wing is a shoulder that shifts (red line) with the state considered. That corresponds

most probably to the participator Auger decay of the V electron in the first Auger decay.

The Auger electron emitted in the second step of the cascade is slower with an

energy close to the normal K−1 Auger electron. No clear structure can be observed

although the resolution is very good as can be seen for the normal K−1 Auger spectrum.

As was observed for K−2 in C2H2 [5] it is also possible that dissociation or elongation

of the carbon ring occur after the first Auger decay and broaden the distribution of

the second Auger electron. At the present stage of the theory, it was not possible to

calculate the specific Auger spectra of K−2V states but the quality of our results, that

is possible due to three-electron coincidence with high resolution due to retardation of

all three electrons, could certainly stimulate theoreticians.
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7. Summary

In summary, we have reported here the experimental and theoretical analysis of K−2V

satellite spectra in the C6H6 molecular system. We have also been able to observe the

specific two-step Auger decays of K−2V selected states with good resolution.

The recorded K−2V spectrum converging toward the double-core K−2 ionization

threshold is composed by four main resonances, revealing clear signatures of direct

(monopolar) and conjugate (dipolar NEXAFS-like) shakeup lines of comparable

magnitude as already observed in acetylene, ethylene and ethane [17] or in N2 [21].

The first resonance is unambiguously assigned to the π-type (b∗1) antibonding

valence state while the three others resonances are mainly made up of σ-type (a1-a
∗
1)

states with out-of-plane b1 and in-plane b2 conjugate lines. It would also be interesting

to compare the present experimental and theoretical study to possible experiments

involving two-photon processes on XFELs sources. In a two-photon one-color ionization

+ excitation scheme, it is possible to scan the photon energy to explore the excitation

of K−2V resonances from the K−1 ionized ion created by absorption of a first photon.

One could observe cancellation of the direct shakeup channels (red solid lines).
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